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ABSTRACT
Significant features of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks make it suitable for modern military communication. These
characteristics also weaken the security aspects in terms of attacks. Among the attacks, black hole and grey
hole attacks are notable since they are launched internally and cannot be identified easily. The military
communication requires confidential information sharing, ensuring correct identity of soldiers but offering
such facility in military based MANET is difficult due to its unique nature. As providing authentication is a
first form of security, in this article we propose a trust based security model to identifying black hole and
grey hole nodes that weaken or collapse the success of mission in military communication. To provide
authentication, we incorporate soldier’s interpersonal characteristics in terms of Stereo trust, Situational
Awareness trust and soldier’s operational things in terms of first-hand information, second hand
information and soldier’s current trust. Simulation results show the efficiency of our proposed model in
terms of identifying black hole and grey hole nodes and its performances are compared with an existing
model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad hoc Network also known as MANET is a collection of autonomous mobile nodes that
are connecting together in a self-organized manner over a wireless medium. Mobile nodes, also
lead to dynamic topology. Due to limited wireless range, it is multi-hop in nature so that it
follows the peer to peer communication mechanism. Due to distributed nature there is no central
control; therefore every node depends on other nodes for forwarding and act as routers. Such
distinct characters make MANET differ from other networks and support many applications that
run on top of it. Military is one such application and makes use of MANET as a core
communication technology. The success of an application depends on how it is secure likewise
the success of a military environment also depends on how it is secured. As mobile
communication plays a vital role, their security is also in focus. Military application differs from
commercial applications in two ways one is military environments are subject to obvious threats
that are not subject to restriction protocols and another one is failures of a technology to perform
can exert a cost in terms of loss of life [1]. Hence applying a technology like MANET in a highly
sensitive application like military environment is always notable in terms of their security.
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MANET has weakness in terms of security due to its unique nature so deploying military
environment in MANET becomes highly insecure. Moreover the restriction of adversary in such
environment is very low due to many factors such as weakness of technology, unexpected
operational conditions, and lack of cooperation among the soldiers, lack of communication and so
on. In general in a military environment, soldiers are working together to achieve a mission and
they assume that all are performing well. But in practice it is not true due to attacks. The attacks
are launched due to poor physical protection in military environment, open and lack of
centralized control, due to resource constrained military equipment, limited bandwidth of wireless
devices and so on. The notable and most dangerous attack are black hole [2] [3] and grey hole
attacks [4] [5] since they are harder to detect and launched internally because of overload,
congestion and selfish nature of nodes in the network. In black hole attack a misbehaving node
claims itself to be the most suitable node to forward packets and takes advantages and sends a
RPLY packet first without checking whether it has desired route or not to the destination. So that
source node wrongly assumes that a black hole node has desired route to the destination by the
way a black hole node can retain all the incoming data packets that are intended to be forward to
the destination. Simply we can say that those nodes are no longer participate in the network[6]
Then, grey hole attack is a variation of black hole attack where an opponent behave just like an
authentic node during the initial route discovery process thereafter it drops the packets which is
intended to forward even if there is no congestion. Moreover the detection of such attack is harder
because an attacker behaves just like a normal node so that we can’t distinguish. Simply we can
say those nodes participate in route discovery process and thereafter simply drop all the incoming
packets that are intended to be forward [6].
This work is the extensions of our earlier work [7] where we achieve the authentication by
identifying the collaborative black hole attacks over DSR routing protocol. In this work, we
investigate our proposed work against both black hole and grey hole attacks on the Dynamic
Source Routing protocol (DSR) [8] so that trusted soldiers will be identified hence authentication
are achieved. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows section 2 discussed the need for
authentication and trust in military scenario, section 3 discusses the brief explanation of DSR
routing protocol and impact of grey hole and black hole attacks in military scenario over DSR
routing protocol, section 4 deals with the related work, section 5 discusses the proposed work,
section 6 discusses the results and discussion and finally section 7 discuss the conclusion.

2. NEED FOR AUTHENTICATION AND TRUST IN MILITARY SCENARIO
This section discusses the need for authentication in military based MANET. In military scenario,
identification of trusted soldiers is always a major requirement so as to achieve the mission
successfully but in MANET based military environment it is difficult. As mentioned earlier, the
success of the mission depends on how the security requirements such as availability, integrity,
confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation, authorization and anonymity [9] are defined.
In military scenario, success of a mission depends on effective communication between the team
members and the commanders hence identification of trusted team members and commanders is
the requirement; that means authentication needs to be provided before communication begins.
That will be achieved by evaluating the trustworthiness of entire team. Hence all soldiers and
commanders must ensure the identity of their own team members.
Among the security requirements, authentication is important because authentication provides
first level of security in military environment and it is defined as the ability of a node to ensure
the identity to the receiver [9]. Typically authentication is carried out in two ways. The first one
is initial authentication, which means all the participating devices or soldiers in the network are
authentic at the time of initial network deployment so that such authentication mechanism is
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called pre-authentication. The next one is called post- authentication; over a period of time; every
node or soldier in the network should ensure the identity of participating nodes or soldiers [10]. In
this work we concentrate on post-authentication mechanism. Once authentication is achieved,
remaining security requirements such as confidentiality, integrity and non-reputation [10] can be
achieved easily. To achieve authentication, shared secret, Public Key Infrastructure [PKI], digital
signature and digital certificate [11] are used but these techniques are centralized, pre-determined
and depend on trusted third party, thereby increasing computation power, memory and
consumption of communication bandwidth and battery power but military devices have resource
constrains.
To provide security with limited computational capabilities, trust comes into existence because, it
offers less memory overhead, less transmission overhead and less bandwidth consumption[12].
Trust is a word which is originally derived from the social sciences. Trust is defined as “one
entity (trustor) is willing to depend on another entity (trustee) [13]” or “the trustor abandons
control over the actions performed by the trustee[14]”. According to ad hoc networks, trust could
be defined as the reliability, timeliness, and integrity of message delivery to a node’s intended
next hop [15].

3. IMPACT OF BLACK HOLE AND GREY HOLE ATTACKS OVER DSR
ROUTING PROTOCOL IN MILITARY ENVIRONMENT
Information which is sharing in military environment is, highly confidential so high level of
security is always requirement but achieving such security level in MANET based military is still
complicated task due to its unique nature. This section deals with the impact of black hole and
grey hole attacks. Attack is nothing but an assault on system security that is derived from an
intelligent threat [9]. In general two types of attacks are possible in MANET such as internal
attack and external Attack. Internal Attacks are very difficult to predict and detect because it may
be launched by any compromised or malicious node from inside the network whereas external
attack arises from outside the network. It causes more additional overhead on packets and tries to
prevent the normal communication among the nodes. It is further classified into two categories
such as passive attack and active attack.
Passive attack obtains information from the system that is being transferred and does not affect
the system resources at any way and active attack aim is to alter the system resources and affect
their performance. It makes some modification of data streams and creation of false streams
routing by the way it affects the network. In our proposed work we deals with internal attack such
as black and grey hole attacks. Before discussing the impact of such attacks, it is necessary to

know the working principal of DSR routing protocol.
3.1. DSR Protocol Description and its implications
DSR is based on the concept of source routing that is the entire path is explicitly mentioned in the
packet header of source. Hence intermediate nodes do not require keeping the routing information
also need not updates periodically like Hello message in AODV. It supports both unidirectional
and asymmetric links. Route Discovery and Route Maintenance phases are used to achieve
reliable routing in DSR [16-18].
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3.1.1. Route Discovery in DSR
Every node in MANET maintains route cache that is used to store all available route information.
The main advantages of route cache are used to speed up the route discovery process and reduce
the propagation of route request. When a node wants to transmit a packet to another node, first it
will check the route for a source to the destination in its route cache. If any route is found to a
destination, it forwards the packets otherwise it initiates a route discovery process by propagating
RREQ packet to its neighbouring nodes. In the meantime of RREQ, a node will do some other
process like sending and receiving of packets from other nodes in the network. Typically the
destination node does not forward any RREQ because it is the intended destination. RREG packet
contains Sender’s Address, Destination Address and Unique Request ID determined by the
sender. While transmitting each node appends its own identifier to the forwarding node.
Duplication of RREQ is avoided by <initiator address and request id > pair. Figure.1 illustrates
route discovery process in DSR.There are two probabilities that will arise when a node receives a
RREG that is a node may be an intermediate node or it may be a destination node.

Figure 1. Route Discovery Process

Figure 2. Route Reply Process

If it is an intermediate node, the node will perform the following actions, finding of its own
address in the RREQ packet or if same ID of RREQ. In that case a node simply discards the
packet otherwise the node appends its own address to the route record of the RREG packet and
propagates to next hop neighbors. If it is a destination node, it will return a route reply message to
the sender with the path where it is stored in its route cache. On receiving RREP the sender
receives the route in route cache for subsequent uses as well as copy the accumulated route record
from RREQ into RPLY here route reply is done by unicast not by multicast. Once the RPLY
reaches the source node, the source node the actual data packet along the way to the destination.
Figure.2 illustrates route reply process. When discovering a route, due to lack of route some
packets may not be transmitted, those packets will be stored in the send buffer. Each packet
which is stored in the send buffer will spend some specific time out period, if the packet is not
delivered within that time, it will be discarded.
3.1.2. Route Maintenance in DSR
Route maintenance is achieved by Route Error packet (RERR) and acknowledgement from the
receiving nodes. When error packet is received from a particular node, the entire routes of the
affected node are removed from the route cache of the rest of the nodes. Acknowledgement is
achieved by listening to the transmission of active nodes within the network. To ensure this
appending a acknowledge bit explicitly is done. If a node fails to receive the bit, it invokes a route
discovery process again by sending a route error packet to the sender.
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3.1.3. Optimizations in DSR
Route Reply Storms: While discovering a route by RREQ, it is possible to receive more than one
Route Reply (RPLY) to a requested node simultaneously from different nodes, because they have
received the RREQ at same time. It may cause collision. This problem is called route reply
storms. To avoid this, each node should randomly delay sending the route reply.
Snooping: At the time of processing, a node may also find some unvisited node. Those nodes’
routes are also stored in the route cache. This multiple alternative nodes may be used at the time
of link failure.
Salvaging: when a node finds a route established to a particular destination node is broken hence
it generates RERR to its upstream node and search if there are any alternative routes in its route
cache. If found the node modifies the route as per the route cache and forwards it to next hop
node.
Route Shortening: Node S wants to route a packet to Destination D via some intermediate nodes
called A and B hence the path is S-A-B-D. In this case node B sends a gratuitous massage to Node
S that has a path to D. So instead of using the path S-A-B-D. Node S uses S-B-D because Node B
has a route to D.
Spreading of Route Error Messages: When a node receives a RERR message for the RREQ. It
piggybacks the RERR on a new RREQ to its neighboring nodes. It will awake nodes to update
their route cache to avoid the stale routes in RPLY sent by the neighbors.
Hop Limits: Each node has a field called hop limit, it shows the propagation of RREQ to the
number of hops (i.e.) how many intermediate nodes are allowed to forward the RREQ. On
receiving this, the node decrements the hop limit by one before forwarding it. When the limit
reaches zero the packet will be discarded even if it does not reach the destination.
3.1.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of DSR
Advantages: It is based on the concept of source routing so the intermediate nodes need not keep
the routing information because the entire route information is stored in the packet header,
resulting reduce in memory overhead, also there is no need of periodic update. Route caching is
used to reduce the overhead of route discovery. Discovery of single RREQ yields multiple routes
to the destination due to multiple replies from the intermediate nodes so it does not affect the
propagation even if link failures occur. Reduce in overhead of route maintenance is achieved
because route maintenance is done only between nodes that need to communicate.
Disadvantages: It is not suitable for large networks because if the number of nodes increase, the
diameter of the network may also increase, due to this the packet header where all the available
routing information to reach the destination may also increase hence will consume more
bandwidth, also care is needed when collision occurs.

3.2 Black hole and Grey hole attacks
In DSR protocol, a node wants to send a packet to a particular destination, first it checks whether
it has route to the destination in its route cache. If it has, simply uses that route for relaying the
packet. Otherwise it initiates the route discovery process by using RREQ packet (Arrow Line).
Upon receiving the route request packet RREQ the intermediate nodes give response by sending
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the RPLY (Dotted Arrow line) packet back to the source if they have desired route to the
requested Destination.
According to the protocol specification, DSR protocol gives response and sends data packet to the
first route reply from the neighboring nodes though it receives multiple route replies. Here a black
hole node takes this advantage and sends a RPLY packet first without checking whether it has
desired route or not to the destination. So that source node wrongly assumes that a black hole
node has desired route to the destination by the way a black hole node can retain all the incoming
data packets that are intended to be forwarded to the destination. The Figure.3 shows the black
hole where BH is a black hole node, it gives RPLY without checking whether it has desired route
or not so that all the data packets that are intended to be forwarded are dropped.

Figure 4.Grey hole attack
Figure 3. Black hole attack

On the other hand, grey hole attack is simply drops the incoming packets that is intended to be
forwarded to others. The Figure.4 shows the grey hole attack where GH is a grey hole node it
drops the route reply (RPLY) that is forwarded by destination node D to the source node A so
that all the packets that are intended to be forwarded are dropped.
In military scenario deployed MANET, to execute a mission every soldier depends on other
soldiers so that they forward any mission related information via their one hop neighboring
soldiers. Over a period of time, a normal node may act as a black hole node so that it does not
forward any mission related information that is intended to be forwarded and if it is grey hole
node, it does not forward any mission related information instead it simply drops all or partial
incoming packets due to overload, congestion and selfishness. This results in mission failure and
the human life becomes a question mark.

4. RELATED WORK
Though there exists an extensive range of literature dealing with security in MANET, only few of
them focus on collaborative attacks that mainly deal with authentication. The author [16]
proposed a robust and distributed access control mechanism to secure the network and encourage
cooperation by excluding misbehaving nodes from the network by dividing the access control
responsibility into local and global context. This model also utilizes the voting mechanism to
punish the malicious nodes. The author [17] proposed a trusted based DSR routing protocol also
known as TBDSR to identify the collaborative black hole attacks based on route request and
forward credit. Other than this work, the authors [18] [23-26] discuss various trust based
mechanisms.
The author [20] proposed prevention and elimination of gray hole attack by packet update scheme
where information about the suspected nodes is fetched from neighbors. Next the author [21]
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proposed a mechanism to detect collaborative grey hole attacks based on destination based
scheme with consist of three phases such as store the route reply packets in pervious nodes, check
the neighbors those who are all 2 hop distances of suspected node and eliminate the route reply
packets from the suspected node. Other than there are so many authors [22-26] deals with the
grey hole attack. Our work differs from the existing work we consider interpersonal characters of
a soldier as a factor in trust assessment mechanism.

5. PROPOSED MODEL
5.1. Assumptions
We assume a pure military based MANET environment without a centralized administration. We
assume that mobile devices such as handheld radio, man pack radio, laptops, cameras and
Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) are carried by soldiers. All the devices are equipped with
radios and embedded router that forms a pure military based MANET. We assume each soldier’s
walking speed range from (0 to M) meter/second where 0 denotes the lower speed and M denotes
the high speed and the walk is in restricted random walk manner towards achieving a mission. At
the time of initial network deployment the entire team is trustworthy and authentic and equipped
with all resources. We place any number of the armed soldiers under a team and all teams are
small in size. A solider can move from one team to another without the knowledge of others due
to disconnection, mobility or failure of networks and also soldiers can interact with their own
teammates within their transmission range.
We also assume armed soldiers are often behaving as black hole or grey hole by their inherent
nature as well as environmental or operational or social conditions. We also assume military
operations are executed with the support of network operations; for instance a commander wants
to order a soldier to do a particular task then he makes use of underlying networking operations
such as control and data packet forwarding as core factors for military commands. To execute
commands from soldiers to soldiers, an underlying MANET routing protocol is required hence
we make use of DSR routing protocol. Every soldier maintains a trust table where all the trust
related information is stored. The trust table structure of a soldier is shown in table 1.
Table 1. Trust table maintained by each soldier
Soldier ID

SAT

ST

DT

IDT

CT

OT

D

TUT

where, ID – Soldier’s identity, SAT – Situational Awareness Trust, ST- Stereo Trust, DT-Direct
Trust ,IDT –Indirect trust, CT- Current Trust, OT – Overall Trust, D – Decision, TUT-Trust
update time
We also assume that soldiers trust value as well as overall trust as a continuous real number in the
range 0 to 1 with representation of 1 means completely trusted soldier, 0.5 means partially trusted
soldier and 0 means adversaries.

5.2. Trust based Security Model
This section describes the proposed model over DSR protocol. Here soldier and node are
interchangeable. Initially all the armed soldiers are cooperating well and trustworthy, in all level
of trust related issues. Over the period of time, sensitive application like MANET based military
every soldier is in situation to know about their mission that whether it is going in a right way or
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wrong. Due to inherent nature of the network as pointed out earlier, every soldier is in situation to
authenticate their neighbors.
Therefore according to our MTA model, over the period of time initially any soldier wants to
communicate with other soldier; first he broadcasts the Hello packets instead of initiating route
discovery process or checking their own route cache for desired route. So that a soldier ensures
his one hop neighboring soldier’s based on the acknowledge ultimately only one hop neighbors
respond to the Hello packets because they are in same communication range as well as they are in
active mode. Sometimes adversaries like black hole nodes also respond to hello packets but once
a sender soldier receives response for hello packets and makes an entry in its trust table about the
responding soldier’s identity by the way a soldier can know about their own teammates. After that
a sender soldier evaluates Situation Awareness Trust [27] and Stereo Trust [28] of responding
soldiers and update in their Trust table. This is the initial trust assessment of a soldier about other
soldiers.
The Situational Awareness Trust is assessed in person not by means of traditional network
communication and it depends on individual soldiers effective communication with others by
using the following factors such as, whether the soldier provides sufficient information in
advance to other soldiers regarding mission execution, ability to identify operational related or
equipment related threats, ability to continuously assess the situation and ability to monitor the
team performance. Based on the Situational Awareness Trust, a soldier can assign rewards such
as, if situational awareness trust is High, then the result is 1. If situational awareness trust is
moderate then the result is 0.5. If situational awareness trust is low then the result is 0. Here the
high, moderate and low values are set based on the threshold values and for each factor a reward
can be assigned and finally average reward is taken, into account. Then the entry about the
evaluating solider can be made in the trust table.
Next level of trust is Stereo trust, it can be assessed by a soldier about other soldier based on past
experience he had in real life, hence it is purely based on local observation and information of the
soldier in person. Based on the Stereo trust he can assign a reward based on threshold values. The
reason behind threshold values for both situational awareness trust and stereo trust are to make
trust assessment easier in terms of calculation. Therefore based on the situational aware and
stereo trusts a soldier can assess the trustworthiness of other soldiers in person. Though the
soldiers are good in person in the presence of other soldiers, there is a possibility for misbehave in
terms of their network communication. In addition to that, we cannot apply this initial trust
assessment for strangers so that we apply the next level of trust assessment based on network
operations trust such as direct experience and current trust.
The direct trust of a soldier can be calculated by other soldier based on the network operations he
performed during the period of time with n number of transactions and it is represented in
equation 1.
n
DTij = ∑(µ1(CPij (n) + µ2(DPij (n))
N=1

where µ1 + µ2 =1
(1)
i,j, n=1, 2, 3…. i≠j

In the above equation DT denotes direct trust, i denote evaluating node, j denote evaluated node,
CP denotes control packet forwarding ratio, DP means data packet forwarding ratio, µ1 µ2 are
weighting factors. Sometimes direct trust is not enough to ensure the trustworthiness of a
particular soldier hence second hand information such as opinion about others of a particular
target soldier also known as in direct trust. The indirect trust is calculated based on the following
equation 2.
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n
IDTij = ∑[(µ1(DTij (n))* µ2(DTit (n))]
N=1

where µ1 + µ2 =1 (2)
t,i,j, n=1, 2, 3….
t≠j

where IDT denoted by indirect trust, i and t are evaluating node and j is evaluated node.
The reason for considering these packets is to check whether black hole node or grey hole is
present in the network or not. Because those nodes are never forwarding the above packets that
we have discussed till now. Then next level of trust is considered in terms of their current energy,
closeness, co-operation with others in terms of network operations and is named as current trust
of soldiers. The reason behind considering this trust is, a soldier can be involved in mission
activities over a long period of time and their resource may drain quickly. Then due to lack of
resource they may behave like black hole nodes. Then if two soldiers are very close in terms of
their transmission range, their cooperation also increases. Hence it leads to successful mission
completion. The following equation 3 is used to calculate the soldier’s current trust,
n
CT= ∑ µ1 Co-op(n) + µ2Eng(n) + µ3Clo (n)
(3)
N=1
where µ1 + µ2 + µ3 =1, n=1, 2, 3….
From the above equation, CT denotes current trust, Co-op denotes cooperation, Eng denotes
energy of the node, Clo denotes closeness with others.
Now a soldier can evaluate the overall trust of its evaluating soldier based on the below equation
4.
OT= µ1SAT + µ2ST + µ3DTij + µ4CT+ µ5IDTij
(4)
where µ1 + µ2 + µ3+ µ4 + µ5=1
From the above equation, OT denotes overall trust, SAT denotes Situational Awareness Trust, ST
denotes Stereo trust, DT denotes direct trust, IDT denotes indirect trust and CT denotes current
trust. Based on the overall trust a soldier will be able to take decision on its evaluating soldier
based on the following trust interpretation table2.
Table 2.Interpretation of trust

Level

Trust
Value

1

If overall trust < (0.0-T1)

2

If overall trust > (T2-1)

3

If overall trust == (T1-T2)

Soldier’s
Security
Level

Notification

Become
Untrusted Black
Soldier
hole/Grey
Hole
Become
Trusted
Normal
soldier
node
Partially
Become
trusted
neutral node
solider

According to the overall trust a solider, he/she categorizes the evaluating soldier into three
categories namely untrusted soldier becomes black hole /Grey hole nodes, trusted soldier
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becomes normal node finally partially trusted soldier becomes neutral. The information about the
black hole/ grey hole node can be broadcast so that it can be identified by others and separated
from the mission. Trusted soldiers can actively participate in the mission. The neutral soldiers
may become either trusted or untrusted based on their future trust level.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed model is implemented in Network Simulator 3 (NS3). In order to evaluate our
proposed model, we compare with [4] model. The following table 3 illustrates the simulation
parameters that we have set for the evaluation of the proposed trust model. For all the test cases
we choose the source and destination in a random fashion and simulation is performed at regular
interval of times and executed for four times. In addition to that, we chose a pair of black hole
nodes as well as grey hole nodes as adversaries and increase those nodes in terms of percentage
like 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. We also set the threshold values 0.65, 0.50 and 0.35 respectively
for threshold value 1, threshold value 2and threshold value 3.
Table 3. Simulation Parameters
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Packet dropping ratio: This metric is calculated by the difference between the total number of
packets actually sent and the total number of packets actually received during the simulation.
Hence the Figure.5 clearly shows that packet dropping ratio of proposed model is relatively low
compared with Sukla model [4]. During the simulation the Black hole/ Grey hole nodes could be
identified and isolated by using proposed model so that it shows better results.

Figure 5. Packet dropped ratio (Sukla model [4] vs. proposed model)

Packet delivery ratio: This metric analyses the packet delivery ratio of each node as well as for
the overall network. It is measured by the number of packets actually received divided by number
of packets actually sent. The Figure. 6 depicts the packet delivery ratio of proposed is very high
over Sukla model [4]because as mentioned earlier, adversaries are isolated from the network, as
they are not involved in mission.

Figure 6. Packet Delivery ratio (Sukla model [4] vs. Proposed model)

End to End delay: It is measured by the average time taken by a packet from the source to the
destination. Hence it is calculated by difference between the arrival time and sending time of
packets from the source to the destination and the results will be divided by total number of
connections between the sources to the destinations for each communication. The Figure.7
compare the end to end delay of proposed model and Sukla model [4]. From the above
11
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performance metrics, it is clearly understood that the proposed model is better compared with
Sukla model [4].

Figure 7. End to End delay (Sukla model [4] vs. proposed model)

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a trust based security model to identify black hole and grey hole
attacks by the way authenticating of each soldier in the mission is achieved. To assess the
trustworthiness of a soldier we make use of both operational factors of mission such as direct and
indirect experience of soldiers and soldier’s current resources that he possesses and interpersonal
characters of soldiers. Moreover military equipment always possesses constrained resources so
recommendation trust always leads to processing overhead. In addition to that, the proposed trust
assessment is only invoked when any soldier has a doubt on his participating neighbor. So the
overall network overhead is clearly less. The interpersonal character of soldiers can also affect
the mission though the soldier is normal in terms of operational conditions. In future this work
can be analyzed with other attacks with different routing protocols.
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